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No 'L' standard insertion line × 

Can see the green indicator × 
Over 6mm is not acceptable

Nut seat face flush with face of a main body

A
6mm

The insulation process
1) Before Insulation

Copper pipe Insulator

Fix with insulating tape or seat without any clearance.

Temporary
tape

2) Set-up of insulator
Check there is no clearance gap between
fitting insulator and pipe insulator.
If there is clearance, use another material to
fill in.
Remove the film of temporary tape from the
insulator and then set-up.

3) Stick fitting's insulator and pipe's insulator
    with insulating tape or seat.

Installation Manual
Fitting For HFC new refrigerant

Warning Caution
The case which may cause dangerous situation 
such as death or severe injury, at the same time,
it may cause property damage when mis-operated.

The case which may cause dangerous situation
such as injury or minor injury, at the same time,
it may cause property damage when mis-operated.

Installer must apply for Standard installation Guidance.
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●In case soldering near the fitting, keep 
a distance more than 200mm away 
from the fitting and prevent the heat 
transfer by using a wet cloth.
　In case not prevented the heat 

transfer, the sealing materials in the 
fitting would be thermal aged and 
leakage would happen.
●Do not connect to the fitting at bent 

part of the pipe with pipe bender since 
the part may have scratches.

Cut the pipe slowly to avoid pipe
deformation.

Complete tightening
the nut until the green
indicator disappears.

Marking method :
using Marking gauge

Mark the insertion 'L' standard
line with the marking gauge and
marker pen at proper position of
each pipe size.

The acceptable limit of pipe bend and
ovality is that pipe can be inserted to
the fitting without force.

1) If there are scratches, bend, kink, oval and
　 thermal aging at the insert part, cut it off.
2) If there are foreign objects inside and outside
　 of the pipe, remove it.

1 ) Outside chamfering / Chamfer about 0.5 C
2) Inside chamfering / Deburr the inner part

Bend, KinkCut off
Scratches

Check the pipe appearance
Cut the pipe with a roller cutter.

Cutting of the pipe Chamfering of the pipe Marking the insertion
standard line

Half of pipe thickness
chamfering is
recommended

Outside chamfering

Copper Pipe

Do not tighten the Nut before pipe
insertion.

Insertion the pipe straight.

Insert the pipe into the fitting until the 
insertion standard line on the pipe 
disappears.

Hold the main body and tighten the 
nut to the direction of the arrow until
it becomes impossible to tighten by
hands.

Hold the main body and tighten the nut with 
monkey wrench to the direction of arrow until 
the green indicator disappears and and nut
comes into contact with the flat face
of a body.

Pipe insertion

A : Green indicator should be hidden
B : Check if 'L' standard insertion 
     line is visible and within 6mm
     from end face of the nut.

The position of standard 
insertion line can be checked 
by putting the end of marking 
gauge to the end of nut.

Checking

Manual tightening of nut Tightening of Nut

Insufficient insertion

Nut part

Monkey wrench

Read through this Installation Manual before installing.

If no chamfering the outside of pipe,
packing would be damaged and cause
the leakage.

Main body

Gas tightness test
Follow the equipment manufacturer's manual.

Caution

In case of insufficient nut tightening,
it may cause pipes come off.

Warning
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